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inn vation
for Nevada.

Let’s talk about a brighter future.
At Valley Electric Association, we are on the forefront of technological innovation as a part of
our mission to improve efficiency and service within our industry. It goes beyond online payments
and advanced utility management tools for our members. We also have one of the largest
domestic solar water heating programs in the nation, and we’re leading the way in leveraging
renewable energy contracts and providing service to people as far away as California.
That means more jobs. More progress. And more advancement for Nevada, and for you.

Together, we’re doing powerful things.
I L E A R N M O R E AT V E A .C O O P I

The Commentary

Lowering the Education Bar

Nevada and the U.S. shortchange students or
are we becoming a Third World country?

Americans no longer expect quality, much less excellence, from our public education
system, and U.S. students now lag behind those from other developed countries.  What’s
happening in Nevada is a prime example of the dumbing-down of our public schools.
Nevada’s high school juniors have trouble passing the math proficiency exam that’s required for graduation. In fact, 70 percent of students failed the test when it was first given last
spring. Faced with such an alarming statistic, did the Nevada Board of Education make an
emergency effort to do some remedial instruction? No.
In March, they lowered the minimum passing score on the exam from 300 out of 500 to
242, and presumably everyone was happy. The failure rate went down, students’ self-esteem
got a boost, and the school administrators were thanked by parents whose children would
now be able to graduate… a real win-win, unless you’re concerned that our high school
students aren’t learning math.  Allison Serafin, the only one of the 10-member board to vote
against lowering the passing score, was quoted in the press as saying, “In good conscience,
I can’t send the message to students that instead of preparing you, we’ll just lower the score.”
Nevada’s high schoolers may not be learning math, but the Nevada Department of Education has learned how to use “creative” math to make the state’s graduation rate look better.
Figures released in January showed that the Nevada graduation rate had increased from 63
percent in 2012 to 71 percent in 2013.  Great news, until it was revealed that the department
had told local school districts to stop counting students who transferred to adult education
programs, even though this technique goes against the federally mandated method of calculating graduation rates. By treating these students as though they had moved out of state
(or just disappeared), the rate went up. Another example of trying to make administrators
look better without making any actual improvements.  It’s no wonder Nevada ranks dead last
among the 50 states in most education rankings.
This problem isn’t confined to Nevada, however. Although American students are learning less, thanks to “grade inflation” their GPAs are improving.  One researcher found that the
most common grade in the U.S. universities he studied was “A.”   
The U.S. as a whole no longer puts a high priority on quality education. More than half
a million high school students around the world took a standardized test in 2012 through
the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). Of the 34 countries
surveyed, U.S. students scored below average in math, ranking 26th. They were close to average in science (21st place) and reading (17th place). In a world that is growing more dependent on science and technology every day, how can the U.S. compete with other countries
when their students are better educated, especially in science and math, than ours?  
The dumbing down of America has other consequences as well.  The U.S. has always
been a leader in creative innovations -- in products like the airplane and the personal computer, in processes like the assembly line, and in the arts, such as the motion picture industry.  
We need educated citizens to produce the next generation of inventions and breakthroughs.
Here’s another thing to consider ... uneducated people might lack the tools to think critically, to analyze arguments logically and to apply the lessons of history to the problems of
today. That makes them the ideal electorate for a government that doesn’t want anyone
to realize the long-term consequences of what it’s doing today. Dumbing down the voters
starts with dumbing down the education system.
It’s time to show that we value education, in Nevada and throughout the U.S., before it’s
too late.
By Whose Authority?
For more information on my Commentary and to see some of the backup research, or if
you wonder why I take the position I take, go to www.LyleBrennan.com.
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Educating
Nevada’s
Workforce
By Jennifer Rachel Baumer

HIGHER EDUCATION IN NEVADA
Education

and economy go together. It’s

Nevada doesn’t have all the parts of that

almost like an equation: education plus

last equation. Nevada schools have shown

workforce equals a healthy economy. A top

some top rankings – U.S. News & World Report

“We are dead last,” said Kevin Page, chair-

flight, community-involved system of higher

ranks University of Nevada, Reno (UNR) as a

man, Nevada System of Higher Education

education is a draw for new industries look-

top-tier school, and it’s a National Merit Schol-

(NSHE). “As the old saying goes, with all the

ing to locate within a state. There’s a need for

arship Sponsor school with 46 national merit

good lists we’re on the bottom; with all the bad

research institutions, an educated, trainable

scholars currently. University of Nevada, Las

lists, we’re on the top.”

workforce and a healthy feeder K through

Vegas (UNLV) is ranked by the Carnegie Foun-

But there are steps that can be taken to

12 school system that prepares students for

dation in the top 4.6 percent of 4,600 research

improve Nevada’s system of higher education.

higher education.

universities. Nevertheless, Nevada’s university

And those steps are being taken.

8
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and college numbers are still significantly lower
than they should be.
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The Students
Enrollment in Nevada’s seven colleges

ployed, so actually we get more kids when

Enrollment at College of Southern Nevada

times are not good and they’re trying to get

(CSN) is basically flat. It rose to 44,000 mid-

jobs and better themselves.”

recession and as the economy recovered

and universities is down as the economy

As Dr. Maria Sheehan, president, Truck-

it dropped to 36,000. Current enrollment is

recovers. Headcount for 2013 was 104,681,

ee Meadows Community College (TMCC) in

37,000, with an additional non-credit enroll-

said Page; that number’s down from a peak

Northern Nevada points out, a rise of stu-

ment of 14,000.

in 2010 of 114,809. “If you were to ask why

dents at the height of a recession means

Of the students enrolling in 2012, about a

the numbers are down now, it’s a couple

serving more students with fewer dollars.

third needed remedial math or English. The

things. With an improving economy, people

TMCC’s headcount is leveling off, the post-

good news, according to Page, is that num-

are back in the workforce, they’re re-em-

recession drop in enrollment slowing.

ber is down from previous years when it stood

APRIL 2014 NEVADA BUSINESS MAGAZINE
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EDUCATION OUTLOOK

between 33 and 34 percent. “It’s edging

rate at 21 percent of students who declare

Dr. Maria

down a bit. One of the things that Nevada as

Sheehan

a state has done is to implement the Common
Core Standards. That should help ensure high

Truckee Meadows
Community College (TMCC)

school graduates are prepared for higher education.” The Common Core State Standards
Initiative provides consistent, clear guidelines
for high school curriculum.
A pilot program with Washoe County
School District allows UNR’s writing and
math specialists to work with instructors
and present remedial classes at high school
levels as college preparatory classes. The
school district then performs testing and
modifies course work. In Southern Nevada,
the UNLV Dean of the College of Education
meets monthly with the Superintendent of
the Clark County School District to discuss
college prep.
This will be increasingly important as criteria admission standards for coming into Nevada higher education change. The Board of
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graduation as a goal, double the number from
five years ago.

Higher Education and
Economic Development

Regents raised the minimum high school GPA

Graduation rates matter, and not just be-

for admission to 3.0 and requires a select set

cause an educated workforce is a draw for

of college preparatory courses. Starting in

new industries. In the 1970s, 70 percent of

the spring of 2014, all juniors will take the SAT

jobs available only required a high school di-

or ACT; those who don’t quite meet college

ploma; now that only 40 percent of those jobs

placement standards in math and English will

remain.

have a chance to improve those skills senior

Paul Green, campus director of University

year. “The objective of that pilot program is to

of Phoenix says it’s a skills gap. One of the ben-

stamp out the need for remedial education as

efits of a private, for-profit university like Uni-

students move from high school into college,”

versity of Phoenix is the ability to offer flexible

said Dr. Marc Johnson, president, UNR.  

choices to students – online, part time, at night

“One of the benefits of NSHE colleges and
Universities is that we all reside in the same

– meeting the needs of students already in the
workforce who need to close that skills gap.

system, which really pushes you toward better

The NSHE Board of Regents formed a

collaboration,” said Sheehan. TMCC is look-

Workforce, Research and Economic Devel-

ing to provide its curriculum for developmental

opment Committee tasked with looking into

courses to the Washoe County School District

workforce issues, working with the Governor’s

to encourage testing that utilizes college in-

Office on Economic Development and meet-

struments. “So we have a real solid assess-

ing with representatives of companies consid-

ment of how students are performing in terms

ering locating here.

of college level achievement. The earlier we in-

The Board of Regents also has a presence

tegrate the information for students, teachers,

on the industry sector councils for the growing

principals, parents and the institution of higher

industries identified in the 2011 Unify, Region-

education that will be receiving the student,

alize, Diversify report created by Brookings

the better,” she added.

Institution.

Of the full time degree-seeking students,

NSHE and its institutions work with the

graduation rates in 2011-12 in the University

Department of Employment, Training and

system was 47.4 percent, 15.9 percent in the

Rehabilitation (DETR) and economic develop-

state college and 13.4 percent at the commu-

ment authorities to help prepare the workforce

nity college level. “In the last 10 years we’ve

for new industries. In December 2013, Nevada

seen more degrees awarded, so it’s gone up

was mandated as one of six states  authorized

in the last 10 years by almost 60 percent,” said

for drone testing. Currently, both universi-

Page. In 2002-03, 59.5 percent were awarded

ties offer new minor degree programs in un-

certificates or degrees, or 8,479. In 2011-12

manned systems.

that number jumped to 13,521. Of the 13,521,

Interacting with economic development

2,497 were graduate degrees, as compared to

authorities allows NSHE institutions to esti-

the 1,579 graduate degrees awarded in 2002-

mate the number of jobs opening in specific

03. The numbers are improving.

industries so they’re neither over nor under

Some programs have a higher graduation

training the number of students needed, ac-

rate than others. TMCC’s allied health pro-

cording to Sheehan. If too many students are

grams have close to a 100 percent graduation

graduating in one field, the institution can tem-

rate. Overall the college is close to the national

porarily eliminate that program.
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Research capabilities at higher education
institutions is another important component
for attracting industries to the state. “Research is now being recognized as the foundation for innovation and commercialization
of intellectual properties,” said Johnson. He

graduation or completion numbers are down,
low yield programs that aren’t producing

Paul

graduates need to either come up with a plan

Green

for increased degrees or be eliminated as a
program.

University of Phoenix

Along with capping credits in bachelor

points to Utah which invested heavily in higher

and associate degree programs, another

education for workforce development and re-

initiative sets a goal to increase the number of

policy aimed at moving “professional stu-

search. The state has started up many new

Nevada students that complete college or at-

dents” along into the workforce institutes a

businesses in the last five to 10 years based

tain 30-plus credits each year.

50 percent surcharge for students who ac-

on university research. AB449, passed in the

In trying to meet those goals, the NSHE

2011 Legislative session, established a fund to

Board of Regents came up with initiatives like

finance research institutions within NSHE.

the 60/120 credit policy that caps a bachelor’s

Another program, 15 to Finish, encourag-

degree at 120 credits and an associate degree

es students to take 15 credits every semes-

at 60 credits. “We were noticing over time a

ter. Economic facts of life mean not everyone

One possible solution to low graduation rates

certain amount of credit creep,” said Page.

can attend full time, but 15 credits a semester

for students in higher education is the Com-

“Kids weren’t graduating on time or at all and I

adds up to 120 credits in four years. The pro-

plete College America (CCA) program, which

think that’s one reason we see low numbers.”

gram stresses academics and completion,

works with states to significantly increase the

One of the problems Nevada higher ed-

and is monitored to ensure students have

ucation faced during the economic boom

access to classes and tutoring help if they

CCA has several different initiatives to help  

was the growth of programs in colleges and

require it.

move high school students from remedial

universities to meet new career needs. Now

education into higher education. One such

that enrollment numbers have dropped and

The Solutions

number of higher education graduates.

cumulate more than 150 percent of required
credits.

CONTINUES ON PAGE 50

McDonald Carano Wilson Welcomes
Susan Fisher to its Government
Affairs Group.
McDonald Carano Wilson LLP is proud to announce Susan Fisher
has joined its Government Affairs Group. Fisher brings a wealth
of experience to the firm’s government affairs team in the areas of
energy, healthcare and mining. Her proven success helping clients
navigate the legislative, state regulatory, and local government arenas
is another asset available to help our clients achieve their goals.

Susan Fisher

Reno: 775-788-2000 Las Vegas: 702-873-4100 mcdonaldcarano.com
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Nevada's
utilities
Fueling the State’s Energy
and Water Needs
by Jeanne Lauf Walpole

As movers and shakers in Nevada’s utility industry plan for the future,
they share a number of common bonds in the challenges they face.
Future strategies are likely to make provisions for such factors as increased regionalization, new regulations, enhanced customer satisfaction, state-of-the-art technologies, alternative energies, drought conditions, greater management efficiencies and economic growth. Decision
makers at six of Nevada’s major utility entities are optimistic as they
approach the eclectic opportunities presented by the future.
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The Drought
To John Entsminger, general manager of
the Southern Nevada Water Authority (SNWA),
there’s no question about what the most
compelling challenge is to his company. “The
drought on the Colorado River. It represents 90
percent of the water supply for our customer

His wishes for the future include the safe
and successful completion of the third intake
and a return to steady growth. “We want to
see a more mature growth pattern of two or
three percent,” he says.

Water Up North

Mark

Foree
Truckee Meadows
Water Authority
water resources during drought years is

base and we’ve seen 14 years of drought,” he

The ongoing dry cycle that has im-

a continuing challenge for companies like

says. “We’ve asked people to use less water

pacted many parts of the West is also a

Reno-based Truckee Meadows Water Au-

and they are using 30 percent less in spite of a

concern in Northern Nevada. Managing

thority (TMWA), according to Mark Foree,

25 percent increase in population.”
Just using less water, however, isn’t
enough to combat the severity of the drought.
In 2005, when the SNWA board of directors
realized something prodigious was needed to
tackle this situation, they approved the design
and construction of a third intake into Lake
Mead. This intake will protect against a significant loss to Southern Nevada’s water supply
should the drought continue and the lake level
go down even more.
By almost any standards, the Lake Mead
Intake No. 3 project is impressive. The $817
million undertaking includes construction of a
new opening at elevation 860 feet with a threemile long tunnel that connects to an existing
pumping station. “It’s an extremely complex
mining operation,” Entsminger says. “By the
end of 2015 we should be able to draw on it.”
Entsminger is also concerned about regulations that could negatively impact SNWA’s
bottom line. “Water quality regulations keep
getting stricter, which affects our costs,” he
says. In addition, federal regulations aimed at
decreasing carbon and carbon dioxide emissions from coal-fired power plants will change
the energy equation when many plants go off
line. “What affects electrical energy can impact our costs. It takes a lot of electrical power
to pump and move water,” he says.
Although he’s bullish on the continued use
of renewable energy, he says that pending rulings to protect sage grouse could negatively
impact the development of wind power in certain locations. The use of photovoltaic energy
will continue to grow, however. “We’re seeing
some solar projects almost break even,” he
says.
APRIL 2014 NEVADA BUSINESS MAGAZINE
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TMWA general manager. “What we plan

Reid Gardner coal-fired power plant by 2017.

for is a nine-year dry water cycle. The

The 522-watt plant near Valmy is scheduled

Paul

longest dry water cycle on record is eight
years between 1987 and 1994, which was
the worst in the past 100 years. We add
one year to that,” he says.
With upstream water storage at Independence Lake, Donner Lake and

for closure by 2025. As a result NV Energy

Caudill

will be looking for other sources to make up

NV Energy

and opportunities,” Caudill says.

Power Shift

for this lost energy. “I see both challenges

Tom

Stampede Reservoir banked for future

Since its acquisition by MidAmerican

use, Foree says TMWA water users are

Energy Holdings Company for $5.6 billion

in pretty good shape to ride out some

last year, NV Energy has welcomed Paul

lean water years. “We only draw on it if

Caudill as president to work with CEO Mi-

we need it. The last time was in 1993,” he

chael Yackira on transitioning the company

says. “We’re not sure if we have to draw

in the coming months. Caudill, who was

on reserves this summer. We should have

previously president of MidAmerican Solar,

river flows into September with normal

emphasizes that NV Energy will continue to

As one of 900 electrical cooperatives in

precipitation.”

be a local company. “We bring a very large

the country, Valley Electric Association (VEA)

The amount of electrical generation

company to Nevada, but we’ll remain a lo-

is a member-owned nonprofit that supplies

obtained from plants along the Truckee

cal company. We’ll manage and lead locally

electricity to more than 45,000 people living

River is carefully monitored, especially in

and be involved in local communities,” he

over a 6,800-square-mile area along the Cal-

drought times, to help TMWA control their

says.

ifornia-Nevada border. The company has ex-

Husted
Valley Electric Association

The Other Power
Company

electrical costs. “We have hydroelec-

Immediate priorities are safety and cus-

perienced steady growth since its founding in

tric plants on the Truckee River and we

tomer service, according to Caudill. “The

1965, despite economic ups and downs. “We

try to maximize the generation of those

number one goal is to improve our personal

have a great business model. We’re a cooper-

plants. Water systems use a lot of power

safety performance. It’s my top opera-

ative that allows us to move forward,” explains

and that offsets our cost of power,” Foree

tional priority,” he says. A close second is

CEO Tom Husted. “Our main concerns are reli-

says. “We’re always looking for ways to

improving customer service, which is a re-

ability and affordability. We’re part of a solution

save on power, such as putting in solar

quirement of the merger. “A lot of custom-

and not part of a problem.”

panels.” Through efficient management

ers are in a fact-finding mode. Everybody is

Over the years, the company has strived

the company has been able to reduce its

interested in how this will affect them,” he

to be in the forefront of new technologies and

power costs from $7.2 million in 2008 to

says. “We are focused on communicating

business practices that allow customers to

$4.8 million in 2013.

totally and often.”

manage their own accounts. “Through specific

The company is eagerly looking for-

Caudill points to smart meters as one of

apps members can look at what’s happening

ward to its long-anticipated merger with

the more useful ways to enhance the expe-

at their location,” Husted says. “We also have a

the Washoe County Department of Water

rience of the end user. “We want to improve

pre-payment program where you can actually

Resources (DWR) which will be finalized at

how customers can manage their own us-

manage your electricity to fit your revenue. It

the end of the year. “We started work on

age,” he says.

eliminates the need for a big deposit.”

it in 2008. There’s a lot of due diligence

With impressive credentials in the solar

In planning for increased load demand and

to be done. It’s a good thing to do so no

industry, Caudill is zealous about the future

member growth down the road, the company

customer group is negatively impacted,”

of alternative energies. “The potential is

has joined the California Independent System

Foree says. The merger is expected to

here for renewables. The challenge is to find

Operator Corporation (CAISO), a wholesale

enable TMWA to maximize the use of sur-

a buyer. It’s a very competitive market,” he

power system that brings new economic op-

face water, improve resource manage-

explains. “We’re focused on economic de-

portunities and efficiencies to VEA. “We joined

ment, utilize long-term economies of scale

velopment opportunities for renewables.”

CAISO because we’ve had a lot of alternative
energy companies apply to connect to us,”

and introduce consistent rules that apply

A recent game changer for NV Energy

equally to all water users. “We’re always

was the passage of SB 123 by the Nevada

improving the system and trying to work

State Legislature last year which will cause

The company also believes in casting a

with other utilities,” Foree says.

the company to close the 557-megawatt

wide net when looking for new customer bas-
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es. Recent acquisitions include the Nevada

Another plus in the natural gas col-

frastructure. A lot of it is 50-100 years old,”

National Security Site and Creech Air Force

umn is the increased interest that’s being

she says. “Transmission is always a chal-

Base. “We’ve been very proactive in promot-

shown in the natural gas vehicle market,

lenge since there are lots of stakeholders and

ing our brand outside our traditional business

particularly from transportation fleets and

the transmission lines are capital intensive.”

plan. We’ll continue to look for more opportu-

long-haul truckers. “We’re in a first inning

Burtenshaw is pleased, however, with the

nities,” Husted says. “We’re going to have to

in the natural gas vehicle market. There’s

recent dedication of the One Nevada Trans-

be creative.”

interest from fleets that are diesel fueled,”

mission Line (ON Line) which runs 231 miles

Hester says. “There are number of engine

from the Harry Allen Substation north of Las

manufacturers that have products to re-

Vegas to the Robinson Summit Substation

place the diesel engine.”

20 miles west of Ely. With a capacity of 600-

John

Hester
Southwest Gas Corporation

A Cleaner Fuel

Like many other energy companies,

800 megawatts, it is destined to bring new ef-

Southwest Gas strives to embrace technolo-

ficiencies to the transmission of electricity as

gies that can enhance the customer experi-

well as enable the development of a number

ence and bring greater efficiencies to man-

of renewable energy projects.

agement and product delivery. “The tech-

Nevada remains positioned to be an en-

nology for pipes changes over time. We’re

ergy leader in the coming years, according

With so many coal-fired energy plants

developing a system where we can use cam-

to Burtenshaw. “We have a business climate

facing obsolescence, the future for natural

eras to inspect the inside of our piping sys-

where people can try new technologies,”

gas appears incredibly bright, according

tems,” Hester says. Because of the nature

she says. Although solar may not continue

to John Hester, executive vice president of

and type of delivery of natural gas, employ-

to enjoy the same incentives in the future

Southwest Gas Corporation. Executives at

ing smart meters, which are useful for moni-

as it has in the past, it will claim a growing

the company continue to diligently follow

toring electrical usage, isn’t practical. “We

share of the energy mix. “The big decision is

regulations that will impact the natural gas

don’t have smart meter technology in gas

going to be how to create a regional market-

industry. “We’re always mindful of legisla-

companies because natural gas does not

place. This conversation will get more trac-

tion at the federal level, such as for carbon

change price during the day like electricity,”

tion,” she adds.

emissions,” Hester says. As coal falls out of

he says. Southwest Gas does use advanced

Burtenshaw also says that new regula-

favor, the spotlight is being turned on natu-

technology to read its meters, however. “We

tions that will affect coal-fired electric plants

ral gas as a cleaner fuel. “Natural gas is a

have electronic meter reading which uses a

will change the mix of energy in the future.

carbon-friendly fuel,” he says. “A natural

device on the meter. A truck can drive by and

“The

gas company is relatively well-situated to

collect the reads.” Eliminating meter readers

(EPA) is putting out guidelines for green-

thrive in this environment.”

who walk through neighborhoods increases

house gas emissions. It will be set at a level

safety and speeds the process up.

that many coal plants can’t meet. Many

The interest in natural gas is also being

Environmental

Protection

Agency

fueled by increased exploration and devel-

plants could close which could cause us to

opment of shale gas. “There’s dramatic ex-

use more natural gas,” she explains.

pansion in the shale gas revolution. It’s an
exciting time to be a natural gas distributor.
We have lots of supply,” Hester says. “A lot
more is coming from on land rather than in
the gulf. They will be reliable resources. It’s
an important game changer. There’s a lot of
regulations for it and the record indicates
that it’s very safe.”

As the economy in Nevada appears to

Alaina

Burtenshaw
Public Utilities Commission

be in slow recovery, utility companies are
enthusiastic about the challenges and opportunities they will face in the next few
years. In the spirit of a positive business
climate, company executives continue to

Powering Nevada

embrace new processes and technolo-

One of the most critical areas of neglect

gies that will help them improve manage-

Hester doesn’t seemed worried about the

in the overall energy picture is the aging

ment efficiencies, protect the environ-

environmentalists who are opposed to shale

energy delivery system that has served the

ment and increase customer satisfaction.

gas extraction because fracking is used.

country for decades, according to Alaina

Nevada’s utility companies have a major

“This creates energy independence and cre-

Burtenshaw, chairman of the Public Utilities

role to play in the economic recovery of

ates jobs. I don’t see turning this back. It’s an

Commission (PUC). “The biggest challenge

the state and appear to be ready, willing

incredible economic engine,” he says.

across the country is the need to replace in-

and able to fulfill it.
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Jennifer Ko Craft
IP Group Chair
JCraft@gordonsilver.com

iP Registration, Transactions
and enforcement

aN iP PRaCTiCe THaT TaKes THe LoNg VieW
From athletes and entertainers to gaming and technology, clients are choosing gordon silver’s iP group
because we know that intellectual property is one of your most valuable business assets. We’re here to help
protect your long-term interests, while maximizing their present value.
Contact us, and enjoy a fresh perspective.

gordonsilver.com
3960 Howard Hughes Parkway, Ninth Floor | Las Vegas, Nevada 89169 | T: 702.796.5555

F: 702.369.2666

Las Vegas | PHoeNix | ReNo | WasHiNgToN, D.C.
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Power Women
STANDING: Jennifer Ko Craft, Gordon Silver • Whitney Thier, CG Technologies • Tina Quigley, Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada
Connie Brennan, Nevada Business Magazine • Patricia Farley, Southwest Specialties, Inc. • Cathy Jones, Sun Commercial Real Estate
Renee Coffman, Roseman University • Marily Mora, Reno-Tahoe International Airport • Katie Lever, Bally Technologies • Jackie Delaney, Atalyst Commercial Mortgage
SITTING: Tracy Larkin-Thomason, Nevada Department of Transportation • Jan Jones Blackhurst, Caesars Entertainment Corporation
Teri Brenkus, Keller Williams Realty - The Brenkus Team • Julie Murray, Moonridge Group Philanthropy Builders • Carole Fisher, Nathan Adelson Hospice
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Industry Focus

POWER WOMEN
active movement to have more women at
the table.

CAROLE FISHER: In healthcare, we’re being
more intentional and making sure women
are aligned and have seats on boards.
Women just have to be more intentional, it
seems, than men in their efforts.

ARE THERE
ADVANTAGES TO
BEING A CERTIFIED
WOMAN-OWNED
BUSINESS?
PATRICIA FARLEY: It hasn’t done a tremendous amount for me. My relationships with-

W

in the construction industry do more for
me, though that’s more in Nevada and less

omen executives are no

TRACY LARKIN-THOMASON: The Good Ol’

longer a novelty in board

Boy network exists, but I noted that, when I

a national phenomenon. The construction

represent

had left a position, I had five different wom-

here in the state doesn’t necessarily look

a growing percentage of

en come up and say, “Thank you so much

for small businesses or women-owned

businesses across the state. Nevertheless,

for helping me.” I had subconsciously start-

businesses to partner with. To be quite

women face a unique set of challenges and

ed a Good Ol’ Girl network by reaching out

honest, contractors think that people who

many believe the glass ceiling has not yet

and bringing them in.

use the designation actually make it more

shattered. Recently, a group of success-

MARILY MORA: In Reno, there are many

complicated for the transaction.

ful female executives met at the Las Vegas

more women’s networks. In the airport

offices of Gordon Silver to discuss issues

industry [for example], we have a growing

facing women in business.

number of women that run airports; we

rooms.

They

HOW IMPORTANT IS
MENTORING AND
ADVOCATING FOR
OTHER WOMEN?

Connie Brennan, publisher of Nevada

have an informal network of about 35 wom-

Business Magazine, served as moderator

en that have a monthly conference call and

for the event. Theses monthly meetings

meet at industry events. What has changed

are designed to bring leaders together to

is women now have their own groups that

discuss issues relevant to their industries.

they belong to.

CATHY JONES: By personality, women

Following is a condensed version of the

JAN JONES BLACKHURST: If you can drive

don’t tend to self-promote well. I’ve been

roundtable discussion.

your own outcomes it is much easier to

fortunate to work with companies where I

move up than it is in a corporate environ-

feel like I’ve had men sponsoring me and

ment. It’s concerning to me at times when I

promoting who I am, and it’s given me

hear young women say, “There is no more

confidence. The thing that I can do is to

glass ceiling. It’s an even playing field.”

mentor and sponsor women when it’s ap-

Well, they should walk into most of the

propriate and make that change by being

meetings that I sit in.

a part of the solution. Having an aware-

JULIE MURRAY: If we look at corporate

MURRAY: It’s about providing opportuni-

ness of our general nature and then trying

america, the percentage is still heavy with

ties for women to play an active role on

to change that is how we’re going to make

men. Even here at 2014, there’s still a strong

boards. The International Women’s Fo-

a difference.

Good Ol’ Boy network and a lot of that in

rum has a program where they want to

MURRAY: Right now I have two young women

existence. But, all it takes is that one woman

understand which women are interested

from UNLV that are interning and I take them

being at the top and bringing in another.

in serving on boards so there can be an

to every meeting no matter what level it is to

IS THE GOOD OL’ BOY
NETWORK STILL IN
PLACE?
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HOW DOES FAMILY
INFLUENCE THE
CAREERS OF
WOMEN?

expose them to some exciting projects. Mentoring the college students is also helpful.

KATIE LEVER: Women advocate both for
themselves and others differently than men
do. I run a mentoring program for global
gaming women and it’s hugely important,
but equally important is advocacy. Women
do it very differently and it’s a different

RENEE COFFMAN: For those of us that have

voice. It goes to pay inequity and it goes

daughters that see us going out and doing

to rising up in our roles. Advocacy is some-

what we’re doing, that’s the best mentor-

thing women really specialize in. We all can

ship we can do. I went to college and was

look at that as voices that we have that are

a pharmacist, then went back and got a

so different from men and use that in order

Ph.D. It never occurred to me that I couldn’t

to push other women forward.

do that because nobody ever told me I
couldn’t do that.

WHAT PROGRESS
HAS BEEN MADE FOR
WOMEN SINCE THE
1980’S?

MURRAY: A lot of us take our kids to events.
We just incorporate our children into the
work that we’re doing and then they grow
en. However, when the economy changed

up and become these really active mem-

and shifted towards real estate owned

bers of their community. You wonder where

properties (REOs), banks were represent-

they got that from.

ing banks. Then it was about who was rep-

MORA: The daughters are more self-suffi-

CONNIE BRENNAN: Many of you, myself in-

resenting these banks and it shifted to pre-

cient. They know they have to have a career

cluded, started your career in the 80’s. Ju-

dominately men and now it’s shifting back

and earn their own way.

lie and I worked together straight out of col-

again.

lege. Things have definitely changed since

JENNIFER KO CRAFT: It really depends on

the 80’s when we had to wake up every

the business that you’re in and the com-

morning and put on pantyhose and three-

pany that you work with. For me, at Gordon

inch heels.

Silver, it’s a very transparent system. I know

MORA: You’ve got regulations and policies

what each of my partners make and I don’t

that you didn’t have back in the early 80’s.

think I’m discriminated against or pushed

JONES BLACKHURST: When I was first elect-

down in terms of compensation or respect

FARLEY: We select ourselves out of the

ed mayor, white women earned 78 cents

because I’m a female. It does depend on

career track because women opt to have

on the dollar, African-American women

the industry.

families and choose other paths. We don’t

earned 68 cents and Hispanic women

LARKIN-THOMASON: I worked on a con-

do enough to make sure there are oppor-

earned 58 cents on the dollar. Twenty years

struction crew in the early 80’s. I was flat

tunities. The smartest thing I ever did was

later, the pay disparity hasn’t moved. It’s

out told I was the only woman on the job

ask for part-time or consulting work so that

due to a combination of things, including

and I would be the decision maker for

I could achieve life balance and continue

not being our own advocates, or becom-

whether there would be another woman

to grow my career. Most women think it’s

ing comfortable with the title because at

on the job. They had said they had had

one choice or another. We don’t teach women

least you have a seat. There are less than

enough and I was the last chance. I was

to ask for special accommodations for work-

five women CEOs in Fortune 500 compa-

not talked to until four to five weeks later

life balance even though there are options for

nies; the number has gone backwards, not

when they finally decided I could pull my

that. More women would stay in the profes-

forwards. There is something we should

own weight. Thirty years later, I’m still in

sional world if they could balance more time

be doing as a group that begins to change

construction. By the way, they did bring

at home.

both the perception and the treatment [of

on more women. A lot of that attitude is

JONES BLACKHURST: I’m one of two women

women] across the board.

still out there and has not disappeared.

on our 10-member executive committee at

TERI BRENKUS: In residential real estate,

You can force someone on a team but you

Caesars Entertainment. Every single person,

the more successful individuals are wom-

can’t always make them play.

including the other woman, has a spouse who

IS IT POSSIBLE TO
MAINTAIN A WORKLIFE BALANCE?
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is a full-time CEO of the house. That’s why a lot

JONES: In commercial real estate, there’s a lot

of women opt out of the corporate workforce.

of camaraderie among women. I can’t think

They’ll start their own businesses, become

of any situation where there isn’t a lot of sup-

entrepreneurs or they’ll go on a path that gives

port for each other and encouraging people

them the ability to rise to the top more easily

to grow their business.

and quickly.

WHAT ARE THE
BENEFITS OF HAVING
WOMEN IN EXECUTIVE
ROLES?

BRENNAN: My husband and I have 10 children and I have had six teenage daughters
at home at the same time. I was happy to
go to work. What happens is your kids grow
up to be these amazing people and they’re
just really proud of you.

TINA QUIGLEY: I work a lot of hours and I’m
married to a pilot, so when he’s in town I have

JONES BLACKHURST: Having women in-

CEO dad but when he’s out of town I’m a

volved in the decision-making process at the

single mom. My parents moved here to help

highest levels is going to have a different and

me out and there is absolutely no way I would

largely better outcome because we approach

be able to do the job that I have without my

solutions from a different perspective.

parents. It takes a village. Even though it’s my

have picked up those responsibilities. Over

parents helping to raise my kids and they love

the years I’ve seen much more of the sharing

them as much as I do, guilt is constantly there.

when both parents are working. There are men

MORA: A lot of men are successful because

that need those accommodations as well.

they have the women at home, but more men
Converse Consultants
4840 Mill Street,
Suite 5
Reno, NV 89502
P 775.284.9752
F 775.856.3513
kbrandmueller@converseconsultants.com

www.converseconsultants.com

HOW COMPETITIVE
ARE WOMEN?
BRENNAN: Women should be helping and
mentoring each other. I notice, especially in
younger women, how they’re almost fighting
each other. Instead of trying to help each other

Kathi Brandmueller

Practice Areas
• Environmental Engineering
• Geotechnical Engineering
• Asbestos Consulting

Kathi Brandmueller has been with Converse Consultants since January 2002. She is a graduate from
the University of Nevada at Reno and holds a degree
in Geological Engineering. Ms. Brandmueller is a
registered Civil Engineer and Certified Environmental Manager in the State of Nevada. She has worked
in the field for over 20 years. Ms. Brandmueller has
worked as an environmental regulator, an environmental representative for the Nevada Department of
Transportation (NDOT), as well as in consulting. At
the present time she manages the Reno and Elko
offices for Converse Consultants. Ms. Brandmueller
has spent her entire career working in northern Nevada and California. This has allowed her to become
familiar with the unique geology, climate and regulatory requirements for these areas. Ms. Brandmueller enjoys hiking, lake kayaking and traveling with her
husband in her spare time.
ADVERTORIAL PROFILE
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up the ladder, they’re holding each other back.

FISHER: Women are also more inclusive in
the decision-making.

WHITNEY THIER: There was a study that compared companies with more women on their
boards versus those with fewer women on
their boards. They were much more financially successful with more women.

WHAT DO WOMEN’S
FUTURES LOOK LIKE
IN THE CORPORATE
WORLD?

LEVER: I see it with men. They are at each other. It’s interesting because in our organization

QUIGLEY: We’re going to continue having

there are unique ways to rise up. Yet, the men

this conversation until we’ve got a sense

are enormously competitive and the women

of equality and let go of the guilt that

are very, very supportive.

comes with raising kids, and we allow the

CRAFT: I don’t think there’s a lot of in-fighting.

dads to be responsible and expect them

There are fewer of us and because of that

to be responsible.  

we’re much more close-knit. We’re more in-

MURRAY: I look at the difference between

clined to network and help each other. I find

my mom’s generation and my daughter’s

that it’s more the men that are competitive.

generation. I listen to the young women get-

LARKIN-THOMASON: In the public sector, I’ve

ting together who are very assertive and

seen both and it tends to be the personal-

persistent in their careers, and this next

ity of women. I’ve seen them at each other’s

generation that’s in college and graduating

throats, yet others will go out of their way to

is pretty fierce. These women will be pav-

help not just other females, but anyone who

ing a way that was difficult for me and much

comes across their path. They’re just open

more difficult for my mother’s generation, so

enough and confident enough in themselves.

I’m optimistic.
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Around the State
Nevada Leads the Way in Clean Energy
According to a report from the Clean Energy Project, since 2010 Nevada has
invested at least $5.5 billion in clean energy projects. The state ranks sixth in the United
States in installed solar capacity and
will host four major trade conferences for the clean energy sector
this year. The industry is boosted in the Silver State because of
the state’s Renewable Energy
Tax Abatment program that
was first offered in 2009.

2014 Rural Roundup to
Focus on Tourism
The annual Rural Roundup conference,
which will run from April 20th to May
2nd, will focus on marketing rural Nevada
to travelers and promoting tourism in the
area. The conference is sponsored by the
Nevada Commission on Tourism (NCOT)
and is now in its 24th year. This year’s
gathering will be located in Ely and showcase the Great Basin National Park.

SBA Program Brings Nevada Small
Businesses Nearly $4 million in Contracts
The Small Business Administration’s (SBA) Surety Bond Guarantee program has assisted
small construction firms in being awarded over $1.2 billion in contracts in 2013; Nevada firms
were awarded nearly $4 million of those contracts. This represents a 61 percent increase over the
previous year. In the program, the SBA guarantees bid, performance and payment bonds issued by
surety companies.
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Face to Face

STEPHANIE ANGOLD

MOVERS & SHAKERS

MIKE MONTANDON

Owner
The Find

Managing Partner
Providence Commercial
President, NAIOP Southern Nevada

RENO

HENDERSON

Owner
Sambalatte
LAS VEGAS

HOW DID YOU FIRST GET
INTO YOUR PROFESSION?

HOW DID YOU FIRST GET INTO
YOUR PROFESSION?

HOW DID YOU FIRST GET
INTO YOUR PROFESSION?

I have been in retail since I was 16.   

I started in commercial real estate appraisal

After I graduated from the university in

I worked through college and differ-

in the family business, then migrated into

Brazil, I developed a passion for hospital-

ent clothing stores from corporate

other aspects of commercial real estate.

ity because I could have a career working and traveling around the world, learn

stores in a mall, to mom and pop
businesses.

IF YOU COULD BE ANOTHER
PERSON FOR A DAY, WHO
WOULD YOU BE?

IF YOU HAD TO CHOOSE ANOTHER
PROFESSION, WHAT WOULD IT BE?

about new cultures and meet new people.

I would be teaching at a university level. I

that it was the time to pursue a dream that

would like to be able to share what I have

was brewing for 10 years.

learned with the future.

I would love to be one of my kids for a
day to see what their world is like; to

After being laid off from my job, I realized

WHAT BUSINESS ADVICE WOULD
YOU GIVE SOMEONE JUST STARTING
IN YOUR INDUSTRY?

makes them sad on a regular day.  

WHAT BUSINESS ADVICE WOULD
YOU GIVE SOMEONE JUST
STARTING IN YOUR INDUSTRY?

Their minds fascinate me.

Associate with the best people possible.  

first.   Write a solid business plan, have

You are linked professionally with them.

passion, be determined, have guts and

see what makes them smile or what

WHAT BUSINESS ADVICE WOULD
YOU GIVE SOMEONE JUST
STARTING IN YOUR INDUSTRY?

Live your dream! But do your research

have the funds.

WHAT IS THE WORST CRITICISM
YOU HAVE OVERCOME?

tience.  If you don’t believe in yourself

IF YOU COULD STOP TIME,
WHAT’S THE ONE MOMENT
YOU’D WANT TO RELIVE OVER
AND OVER AGAIN?

or your business, neither will anyone

My first date with my wife.

Latin immigrant, it was very difficult back

Rome wasn’t built in a day, have pa-

When I arrived in America in 1980, as a
then. I had to overcome the culture bar-

else!

WHAT IS A LITTLE KNOWN FACT
ABOUT YOURSELF?

rier, language, work twice as hard as oth-

My chute failed to open on my first sky-

to everyone that I was ready to be pro-

I love traveling and getting fresh ideas

diving attempt. The reserve worked,

moted. It was a tough run at the American

from new places and new cultures.

thank goodness.

corporate world, but I conquered it!

WHAT IS THE BEST PERK
OF YOUR CAREER?
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Free Market Watch

COMMENTARY

CELEBRATING THE CONSTITUTION
THE LONG-TERM BENEFITS OF ITS SHORT-TERM INEFFICIENCIES
Victor Joecks is executive vice president of the Nevada Policy Research Institute.

I

n all of life, actions have both short-term and long-term
consequences — and often those outcomes stand in
stark contrast to each other.
If your three-year-old child is screaming for you to buy
him a toy at the store, the quickest way to quiet him is to get
the toy. But your actions will have told him that throwing a
fit is a great way to get stuff he wants, and so each time you
bring him back to the store, he’ll scream again.
If you tell him that you don’t purchase toys for a child
who is screaming, his tantrum may immediately increase
to ratchet up the pressure. If you’re consistent though, your
son will soon learn that screaming isn’t an effective way to
get what he wants, and he’ll stop.
Short-term success and long-term pain — or short-term
sacrifice and long-term gain?
The same principle is true in business. Want to maximize
your profit immediately? Cut corners, over-charge customers and recommend worthless upgrades. Your revenue will
skyrocket, and your costs will plunge. In the short-term.
In the long-term, your customers won’t return, they’ll
warn their friends about patronizing your business and
you’ll have destroyed your reputation — and your future
earning potential. Life is full of trade-offs.
While most people have at least an intuitive understanding of these trade-offs in their personal lives, it’s important
to recognize that the same principle is present throughout
our federal and state Constitutions.
The Founding Fathers did their best in the U.S. Constitution to ensure the long-term success of our nation, and
one of the keys to our long-term success is the system they
created: a government full of short-term setbacks.
The Constitution was set up to not be efficient. Allocation of representation in each of the two legislative chambers is based on completely different criteria — a state’s
population for the House of Representatives and equal
representation in the Senate for each state. To make it even
less responsive to fluctuating currents of popular opinion,
the terms of Representatives and Senators are different,
two and six years respectively.
Even if these two legislative bodies are somehow able
to agree on a piece of legislation, it can still be vetoed by
the President. And the President heads up the executive

branch, which gets to implement the legislation passed by
the legislative branch. To make lawmaking even less efficient, the Founders established the judicial branch, which
has the power to review and even nullify these laws.
Inefficiency in the short-term is the very thing that ensures that only the ideas with the most sustained support
over time become established law. It is an efficient way to
prevent politicians from passing laws based on untested
notions, hyperbole or the short-term infatuation of the
masses. The merits and downsides of a potential law have
ample time to be examined and discussed from multiple
different perspectives.
The gridlock in Washington, D.C. shouldn’t be looked at
as a flaw in our system of government. Rather, it is part of
its genius and reflects the current deep divide in our country over the proper size and scope of government.
One of the best ways to increase the short-term inefficiency of government and hence the long-term quality of
its laws is to limit how often the Legislature meets. In that
respect, Nevada has a huge advantage, because our legislature is only in session for four months every two years.
This trade-off principle is also seen in almost every liberal policy proposal. Consider this plan for “boosting” the
economy: Let’s have the Federal Reserve artificially lower
interest rates. The demand for home loans will rise, which
will boost housing prices. Higher housing prices will lead
to higher consumer confidence and home equity loans that
boost consumer spending. A win all around, right?
It looked that way to many … until 2008 anyway. That’s
when the long-term consequences of these short-term
gains became very clear. The housing bubble burst, yielding a housing slump that’s still hindering Nevada’s economy. It’s been prolonged by numerous government interventions into the foreclosure market that were focused on the
short-term.
Long-term success often requires rejecting unsound and
solely short-term gains. Recognizing that principle, America’s Founders constructed a system focused on long-term
success, and we are still enjoying the fruits of their wisdom
today.
It is also a legacy that we are obligated to respect and
preserve.
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Profit & Loss

MARGINS TAX

MARGINS TAX INITIATIVE
A LOOK AT THE DETAILS

Co-written by: Curt Anderson, Jason Thomas and Leonard Wright of Fair, Anderson & Langerman.

R

unning a business is no small feat in today’s
economic environment. The negative impact
of declining tax revenues from America’s
businesses and citizens has been felt in local communities. These falling revenues are resulting in
unprecedented steps being taken by municipality after
municipality across the country. Closer to home, the example of North Las Vegas’ efforts to deal with its fiscal
crisis shows that Nevadans share the pain as well.
Another recent example is the proposed Margin Tax
under the Education Initiative which taxes the modified
gross revenue of a business. Under this proposal, a 2 percent tax would be levied on a business with revenues in
excess of $1,000,000. It is inevitable that Texas will be
referenced in the ensuing debate as the state, like Nevada, does not tax income and has implemented a similar program. The Education Initiative in Nevada went
even further and upped the tax ante suggesting a rate
between two and four times the Texas tax rate.
The controversial and heavily challenged Texas
Franchise Tax has had a disproportionate effect on various industries in Texas. The same will be true of the
proposed Nevada Margin Tax, which allows businesses
to reduce defined revenue by either: a) 30 percent of revenue; b) labor (excluding wages in excess of $300,000
and 1099 contract labor); or c) cost of goods sold.
From a financial perspective, as CFOs of businesses
look at an additional cost, they will have to fight to keep
alive companies that are minimally profitable. Some
employers out of necessity may lay off employees and
hold back wage increases. The cumulative impact will
be to reduce business activity. Texas recognized the
potentially devastating impact of the tax on the retail
sector, for example, and cut the rate to the sector by 50
percent. There is a significant potential negative impact
on many types of businesses in our state.
Take, for example, a company with $10 million gross
revenue that has a $4 million labor cost and a $3 million
cost of goods sold with a five percent net pre-tax profit
margin of $500,000. The business faces a Margin Tax of
$120,000 under the Education Initiative. What business
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owner would want to effectively pay nearly 25 percent of
his or her profit in a state business tax? This is in addition to $170,000 of federal tax liability if the business is
a C Corporation. The business would be required to pay
nearly 60 percent of its income in combined state and federal tax, with a large share going to our supposed low tax
environment state of Nevada. What is left for the business
is about $200,000 in profit. This example does not take
into consideration additional taxes to an S Corporation
business owner due to the expiration of the Bush tax cuts
and rising federal tax rates on “wealthy” tax payers. The
above result is significantly more negative if the firm has a
loss before the imposition of the Margin Tax.
While the Nevada Margin Tax is supposedly modeled on the Texas Franchise Tax, it does not contain
many of the provisions that Texas law contains to define
filing requirements for commonly owned businesses, for
example. Texas law also contains many provisions that
relate to specific industries, such as medical services and
real estate to apply the tax in a manner that deals with
industry specific issues. The Texas Franchise Tax has
been modified many times since its inception in 2008.
It is of vital importance to understand, then, that a proposed Nevada Margin Tax cannot be modified at all for
three years after passage. A badly conceived and badly
written law will be unchangeable for three years. This is
Kafka-esque at best.
Every business owner with over $1 million of revenue will experience a significant impact from the Nevada Margin Tax. In addition to the tax itself, the costs
to compile the separate data necessary to compute the
tax and to prepare the tax returns will be onerous. The
public battle on the Margins Tax will be a sound bite
for the residents of Nevada, who may not understand the
negative short and long term impacts on Nevada.
While there will be various specific experiences with
the proposed Margin Tax, this much is certain; many
successful businesses simply will not locate in or stay in
Nevada. Business-owners and community leaders must
discuss, in a non-partisan fashion, the impact that a significant increase in taxation will have on Nevada.
NEVADABUSINESS.COM

“City National gives
us the advantage.”
City National allows us to streamline our financial
operations and be very competitive. I run checks
through the scanner they provided for immediate
processing. And our accounting system is linked to
our bank statements, with online access 24 hours a
day. It really alleviates anxiety about staying on top
of deadlines.
City National is The way up® for me and our business.

Linda Burdick
Secretary/Treasurer, Burdick Excavating Co.
Hear Linda’s complete story at cnb.com/thewayup.
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NEVADA 150

Living Legacies

NEVADA STATE BANK
Established in 1959.

N

evada State Bank (NSB), the largest statechartered bank in Nevada, has grown along
with the state for nearly 55 years, succeeding despite the economic challenges that
managed to defeat many other financial institutions.
Today, it operates 50 branches in 20 communities
across the state, and has over $4 billion in assets.

Beginnings: 1959-1979

In the late 1950s, a group of 12 businessmen led by
Charles L. Horsey raised $750,000 to
start a new bank in Las Vegas, which
was then a small desert town with a
population of around 60,000. Nevada
State Bank opened for business on
December 9, 1959 with Horsey as its
founding president. After receiving its
official state charter, the bank celebrated with a grand opening and ribbon
cutting on January 8, 1960 at its headquarters at Fourth and Carson streets in
Las Vegas.
In 1962, Harley E. Harmon and three partners purchased the majority of the bank’s stock. Since there
was only one other locally owned bank, the men believed the time was right to grow the bank along with
the community. Under the Harmon team, NSB grew
from $7 million in assets in the early 1960s to more
than $105 million by the time Harmon stepped down in
1976. At that time, the bank had 225 employees working at its four branches and downtown headquarters,
and was poised for even more growth.

The 1980s

The nation and its banks started the 1980s in a difficult position, with a national recession leading to high
unemployment, runaway inflation and historically high
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interest rates. Nevertheless, as it approached its 25th anniversary Nevada State Bank added more branches and
adopted new technologies. In 1984, the bank installed
eight automated teller machines and joined statewide
networks that allowed customers to conveniently withdraw money outside of “bankers’ hours.”
That same year, the bank’s success caught the
attention of Zions Bancorporation, which moved to
purchase Nevada State Bank. The sale was completed
a year later, after the Nevada Legislature passed
laws easing interstate banking. This
acquisition presented NSB with the best
of both worlds. Instead of being absorbed
by Zions, it operated as a subsidiary,
keeping its name and employees and
making its own local decisions, while
gaining the financial backing of one of
the West’s strongest banks.
In 1989, the bank implemented another strategic move and became the state’s
first bank to open a branch in a supermarket. Over the next 10 years, it opened
more than 20 in-store branches all across the state.

The 1990s
For over three decades, Nevada State Bank served
only the Las Vegas area. Then, in the 1990s, the bank
went statewide, opening supermarket branches in Reno,
Sparks, Carson City, Elko, Gardnerville and Pahrump.
The bank continued its expansion in 1997 by taking over
five Wells Fargo branches in Eureka, Fernley, Tonopah,
Lovelock and Wells. That same year, it acquired Sun
State Bank, adding three branches in Southern Nevada.
The bank’s biggest development of the 1990s came
near the end of the decade. In 1999, NSB merged with
Pioneer Citizens Bank, which had been founded in
Reno in 1965. This move increased its presence in
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Nevada State Bank’s
headquarters after 1965.

Nevada State Bank’s headquarters today.

the Reno-Sparks-Carson City corridor, where Pioneer
had six branches. The merger also expanded the bank’s
Southern Nevada footprint. Pioneer’s president, Bill
Martin, took over the combined bank and served as its
president until 2007.
The 1990s were a period of growth for Nevada State
Bank. Fueled by a casino industry expansion that led to
a real estate boom in Las Vegas, from 1995 to 2000 the
bank’s assets rose from $400 million to $2 billion.

The 2000s
NSB continued to adopt new technologies in the
first decade of the new millennium. In 2002, the bank
launched internet bill pay and began digitally imaging checks in 2004. The following year, Nevada State
Bank introduced remote deposits, an electronic system
allowing clients to make deposits from remote locations by transmitting images of scanned checks.
Nevada State Bank was also selected by the State
Treasurer’s Office to be the official bank for the Nevada
Quarter launch, which was the first opportunity for the
public to acquire the commemorative coins featuring
images of wild mustangs. More than 3,000 Nevadans
turned out for the launch on January 31, 2006 at the
Capitol in Carson City.
Dallas Haun took over the reins of Nevada State
Bank when he was named President and CEO in September of 2007. When the financial crisis hit in the fall
of 2008, it was a difficult time to head up a bank. Nevada State Bank was affected by the Wall Street meltdown, but it was more resilient than many of its peers
and assisted the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
(FDIC) several times to help resolve difficult banking
situations in Nevada. In 2008, Nevada State Bank acquired the insured deposits of Silver State Bank, and
in 2009 it acquired Great Basin Bank, adding new
branches in Elko, Spring Creek, Winnemucca and Fal-

Ribbon cutting of First Nevada State Bank office at Fourth and
Carson Streets in downtown Las Vegas on January 8, 1960.
Left to right: C.R. (Pat) Clark, Lloyd Whaley,
Bob Jones, Charles Horsey, Carl Reed, Oran Gragson (Las Vegas
mayor, cutting the ribbon), Mynor A. Kibby, Don E. Ashworth,
Tom O’Dell, Vail Pittman (ex-Nevada governor on NSB board of
directors), Robert Collett, Alfred Reinertson, C.D. Baker, Mac
McCauley.

lon. Nevada State Bank also worked with the FDIC in
the closure of Community Bank of Nevada.

Facing the Future
The world of banking has continued to change and
evolve. As times and banking trends changed, Nevada State
Bank sold its grocery store branches to focus on freestanding branches. Convenience-driven clients started banking
online, where they could conduct their banking 24 hours a
day, seven days a week. ATMs are rapidly being replaced
with online banking and apps for mobile devices. Nevada
State Bank has worked to develop banking products and
services to keep pace with technological advances.
On December 9th of this year, NSB will celebrate its
55th anniversary. The bank’s long history of leadership
and community involvement indicates a bright future of
serving the financial needs of Nevadans.
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Building Nevada

IT'S AN
INVESTMENT
COMMERCIAL FINANCING IN NEVADA
By Mae Worthey

The construction industry continues to be the

compression in our margin because of the

lion in assets and six branches. The bank’s

barometer for the severity of Nevada’s eco-

lower interest rates. Generally the market is

focus has always been on small business

nomic plight, but commercial real estate in

pretty steady right now.”

owners, steering clear of land deals. Bor-

particular is making enough improvement to

While banks are providing loans of varying

rowers usually seek financing for commer-

spark interest from investors and private par-

types, most opt for commercial construction

cial real estate that they will occupy, such

ties looking to benefit from the historically low

projects and avoid making loans for land. Pri-

as a doctor or retailer or they seek financ-

interest rates. This means banks and other real

or to the recession, banks were more willing

ing to lease out space, such as an apart-

estate lenders are revving up business again.

to make loans for investors who were buying

ment complex or office building.

land without a definitive plan for construc-

“We didn’t get too involved in develop-

consumer confidence and weekly wages are

tion. When the recession hit, land lost much

ment and land lending, which made it harder

suggesting that Nevada’s economy is on the

of its value, causing investors to be saddled

for banks to survive the recession,” he said.

mend. This means businesses and individu-

with land that no one wanted. When investors

“Also, investor property is more risky when

als are financially healthy enough to jump into

couldn’t make payments on their loans, banks

you have to depend on the real estate market.

the commercial real estate market.

and lenders found themselves burdened with

As properties became vacant, the market be-

the land.

came distressed. Tenants could find property

Economic indicators, like unemployment,

What it Takes
Investing in commercial real estate requires
a number of considerations. In addition to
location, location, location, another consideration is financing.   As the state continues
to pull itself out of the trenches of the recession, banks and other lenders are seeing an
increase in the number of people seeking financing for commercial projects.
Tom Traficanti, executive vice president

“For example, a lender would work with a
developer to buy a parcel of land for a million
dollars, the borrower would ask for $600,000
and when the recession hit the value would

anywhere.”

Qualifications
Now that the market has improved, busi-

drop to $200,000 or less and the bank would

ness is picking up for lenders. Many of the

be (forced with a loss). When you have so

requirements to qualify or a commercial real

many vacant buildings, land is worthless,”

estate loan still exists.

he said.

“We look for strong deals,” Trificanti said.

Heritage Bank is privately owned with

“Properties need to have good tenants and

200 stock holders and more than $500 mil-

the financial strength of the borrower has to

and chief credit officer for Heritage Bank in

be good. The majority of the loans we do look

Northern Nevada can attest to this.  

at the business’ ability to make the loan pay-

“We are slowly seeing an increase in lenders’ interest in making loans,” Traficanti said.
“Historically low interest rates are helping
everyone who’s borrowing because it means
lower loan payments. We have seen some

Tom

Traficanti
Heritage Bank

ment. We are not as dependent on the real
estate market.”
There are opportunities now for small business owners looking for Small Business Administration (SBA) loans. The main factors
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FINANCING

determining the interest rate on any commer-

economic indicators, such as visitor volume,

cial loan include the quality of the loan, bor-

gaming income are improving. New projects

Brian

rower’s ability to repay the loan and whether

Maddox

it is a fixed or adjustable rate loan. Rates for
owner operator commercial real estate loans

Clearinghouse CDFI

vary from 4 to 5 percent, with investor property loans ranging from a rate of 5 to 6 percent.

are getting completed. When projects sit
stalled people get nervous.”
Nagy said interest rates on commercial
real estate are at a historical low, even lower
than they were in 2007 prior to the recession,

“The Federal Reserve was trying to lower

“When banks made non-recourse loans,

which is attractive to investors who see the

rates,” Traficanti said. “Once the Reserve

they thought the borrowers were well collater-

benefit of striking now. Most of their clients

made the decision to withdraw quantative

alized,” Traficanti said. “Without having a per-

are borrowing $2 million or more.

easing, then interest rates came back up, but

sonal guarantee, when values dropped, the

“Unlike the final years of the real estate

generally they are at historic lows. Prior to the

owners had no incentive to keep the property,

boom 2006 and 2007 the commercial market

recession it was unheard of to get a 5 percent

so they gave it back to the bank and there was

improvement is attributable to strong under-

interest rate.”

nothing the bank could do to pursue the own-

lying fundamentals and positive economic
trends,” Nagy said.

Traficanti says this makes it an ideal time

er for the deficiency. Many lending institutions

to buy, as inventory is down and values are

don’t exist anymore because of making non-

going up.

recourse loans.”

Nevada is finally seeing a more realistic
market with the worst in the rea view mirror.

“Rents and values go up when buildings fill

Not all lenders are shying away from non-

“The rate of improvement is more normal-

up,” he said. “Industrial properties are filling

recourse loans, said Kyle Nagy, director of

ized and does not reflect the boom years, but

up. Office and retail still have some vacan-

CommCap Advisors, a full service commer-

is more reflective of long term stable growth,”

cies, but vacancies are coming down. We are

cial mortgage banking firm based in Hen-

he said.

seeing positive absorption. We are still a ways

derson. CommCap underwrites, originates,

off from seeing a lot of construction, because

closes, and services long-term fixed rate non-

there has been so much existing property

recourse loans. Nagy said Southern Nevada

available.”

is also seeing an uptick in commercial real

Many investors are opting to use cash rather

be business owners are seeing their personal

estate activity and that lending institutions are

than borrow from a lender. Traficanti said while

economic outlook brighten, making it a good

more readily writing loans for commercial real

the market is looking positive, he would still ad-

time for alternative lenders like Clearinghouse

estate and borrower interest is picking up.

CDFI to help them realize their dreams of

vise investors to maintain a diverse portfolio.

Alternative Lending
With more people returning to work, would-

Nagy said his firm has seen confidence

“It’s a good time in the cycle to purchase

business ownership, said Brian Maddox,

in the market improve over last year, as the

commercial real estate, but don’t put all your

Director of Nevada operations for Clearing-

state’s economy shows improvement. Dur-

eggs in one basket,” he warned. “Diversifica-

house CDFI.

ing the height of the recession construction

tion is important at all times.”

Clearinghouse CDFI began operating in

projects sat unfinished and many buildings

California 16 years ago and moved into the

had few tenants. Now, as the economy im-

Nevada market two years ago. It provides

proves, projects are being completed and the

financing for high-risk borrowers looking to

demand for non-owner occupied properties

move into the commercial real estate industry

is up.

through construction, small business owner-

Loan Types
The difference between a recourse and
non-recourse loan refers to which assets a
lender can pursue if a borrower falls on hard

“The perception of Las Vegas has im-

ship or through purchasing existing property.

proved,” Nagy said. “With a more favorable

Clearinghouse CDFI is a community de-

Both types of loans require collateral, which

opinion of Las Vegas, lenders are more will-

velopment financial institution that provides

can be seized if the borrower doesn’t repay

ing to loan. Economic trends are positive and

financing for projects that will lead to job cre-

times and can’t make the loan payments.  

the loan. However in a recourse loan, if the

ation, affordable housing, improved services

collateral is not enough to cover the loan re-

to the community or otherwise provide eco-

payment amount the lender can seize other
assets from the borrower. In a non-recourse
loan, the borrower’s assets are protected and
the lender takes the risk of losing the remaining balance of the loan.
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Kyle

Nagy
CommCap Advisors

nomic growth, Maddox said.  
The objective of CDFIs is to provide economic development opportunities for economically distressed communities, making
Nevada a prime target for its lending efforts.
NEVADABUSINESS.COM

Building Nevada
“We provide last resort financing for indi-

substantially better than last year. No one

viduals and businesses that cannot get fi-

has the expectation that it will go back to

nancing from a traditional lending source,”
Maddox said. “Our clients have credit blemishes, which mean banks which are heavily
regulated won’t work with them.”

Jeremy

2006, nor do we think it should. Where we

Aguero

are is a more stable market that is more
conservative as we should be. It was unre-

Applied Analysis

alistic where we were before. Banks want

Since moving to Nevada, the company

deals that make economic sense. Nevada

has amassed $35 million in new origina-

“Rental rates are creeping up, allowing

banks want to be lending, but are still con-

tions, which include owner occupied and

for speculative development,” he said. “Still

cerned with a lot of overages that can lead

non-owner occupied projects, Maddox

there are not a lot of guys looking, but it’s

to defaults.”

said. He said this was a good time for them
to enter the market as they recognize the
state’s improving economic climate.
“The market is easing up,” he said.
“There is still a need for organizations providing alternative financing. There is a pent
up demand, because people were unable
to get credit during the recession. Those
same people are now attempting to obtain
credit. We are getting a lot of inquiries from

Unprecedented.

individuals affected by the downturn in the
economy.”
Companies like Clearinghouse CDFI are

Best Private Bank 5 years running.

able to have relaxed lending rules because

— Financial Times Group

they aren’t as regulated as banks, which
ironically is where companies like Clearinghouse CDFI receives its funding to offer
these loans.   Banks satisfy regulatory requirements by investing in companies like
Clearinghouse CDFI.
Being high risk means these borrowers
can expect a higher interest rate than what
traditional banks offer, Maddox said. He was
unable to provide a definitive interest rate,
because each loan is considered on its own
merits.
“We are here because banks are still a little more cautious,” Maddox said. “Neverthe-

For the ﬁfth consecutive year, the Financial Times Group has recognized
Northern Trust for being the Best Private Bank in the U.S. We’re also
honored to have been voted Best Private Bank for Innovation again. It’s
what happens when you have ﬁnancial strength, strive to always put
clients ﬁrst, and utilize award-winning technology to stay ahead of the
pack. To experience our award-winning expertise, call Reed Radosevich
at 702-304-6800 or visit us at northerntrust.com/best.

less, I believe the worst is behind us. Capital
is flowing, and loans are being made.”
Jeremy Aguero, principal with Applied
Analysis, confirmed that Nevada’s commercial real estate industry is making a steady
ascension, but is cautiously optimistic
about the rate of that improvement. He said
that while indicators show an increased interest in commercial real estate, Nevada still
has a long way to go.
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DEAL TRACKER
DETAILS 5,000 SF; $389,000 for 68 months
TENANT’S REP Wes Drown of Remax
Commercial
LANDLORD’S REP Robin Civish and Lauren
Brouillet of Voit Real Estate Services

N
Sale, Industrial

E
Sale, Retail

ADDRESS 5050 E. Russell Rd., 89122
BUYER Wyandotte, Inc
SELLER Kathleen & Adrian Varni Trust
DETAILS 24,034 SF; $2,200,000
APN 161-28-401-011
BUYER’S REP Neil Dela Cruz of MDL Group
SELLER’S REP Katherine Bergh of Marcus &
Millichap

Loan, Office

ADDRESS 2575 E. Sahara Ave., 89104
BORROWER Reliable Auto Sales
LENDER TMC Financing and Zions First
National Bank
DETAILS $4,690,000 SBA 504
LENDER’S REP Ann Santiago of TMC
Financing

H
Project, Industrial

ADDRESS 198 N. Gibson Rd., 89014
DETAILS Burke Construction Group and PGAL
Architects partnered to complete VadaTech’s
new 3.5 acre corporate headquarters. The
$11.7 million project is targeted for future LEED
certification.

ADDRESS 3355 Clayton St., 89032
BUYER Clayton Park, LLC
SELLER 2010- 1 CRE NV-Industrial, LLC
DETAILS 12,600 SF; $900,000
APN 139-08-811-006
BUYER’S REP First United Management
SELLER’S REP Leo Biedermann and Art
Framinali of Cushman & Wakefield Commerce

Sale, Vacant Land

ADDRESS SE Corner of Ann Rd. and Bruce
St., 89081
BUYER RB Las Vegas Land Ventures 2, LLC
SELLER RES-NV BG II LLC
DETAILS 19 acres; $2,200,000
APN 124-35-501-010
BUYER’S REP Heidi Bretthauer of South Bay
Realty

S
Project, Retail

ADDRESS 3528 S. Maryland Pkwy., 89109
DETAILS The Boulevard Mall will be undergoing
a major renovation beginning mid-2014. Sansone
Companies has plans to invest approximately
$24 million in the project to bring in new tenants,
a farmers market, upgraded amenities, free
Wi-Fi and a redesigned exterior. The renovation
is expected to be a catalyst for the overall
redevelopment of the Maryland Parkway
corridor, and is slated for completion by 2015.

Project, Other

ADDRESS 3721 Meade Ave., 89012
BUYER Jack Crockett
SELLER NJP Management Trust
DETAILS 20,947 SF; $1,450,000
APN 162-08-302-002
BUYER’S REP Amy Ogden and Danielle
Steffen of Cushman and Wakefield Commerce
SELLER’S REP Barton Hyde and Brandon
McCool of Avison Young

ADDRESS 6605 Las Vegas Blvd., 89119
DETAILS A new 12,000 SF park and monument
sign is being constructed at Town Square
Las Vegas. The park will be the site for future
concerts and special events, and will host Town
Square’s signature events such as Hop & Shop
and Movies in the Square. Projected to open
mid-April of this year, the park will provide Town
Square with more space to accommodate larger
events. The monument sign is manufactured by
Young Electric Sign Company and will be 40 feet
tall by 50 feet wide featuring two LED screens.

Lease, Retail

Sale, Industrial

Sale, Industrial

ADDRESS 2650 Sunridge Heights, 89052
TENANT JD Sullivan, Inc.
LANDLORD Parcel E, LLC

ADDRESS 1541 Pama Ln., 89119
BUYER EdgeConnex LLC
SELLER Oro Pama LLC

DETAILS 30,253 SF; $2,790,000
APN 177-02-215-005
BUYER’S REP Xavier Wasiak of Jones Land
LaSalle
SELLER’S REP Dean Willmore, SIOR of
Colliers International

Sale, Multi-Family

ADDRESS 5400 Maryland Pkwy, 89119
BUYER 29th Street Capital
SELLER Country Hills Apartments LLC
DETAILS 8.86 acres; 208 units; $11.2 million
APN 162-26-312-004
BUYER’S REP Doug Schuster of Newmark
Grubb Knight Frank
SELLER’S REP Garry Cuff of Colliers International

Lease, Retail

ADDRESS 360 E. Tropicana Ave., 89119
TENANT R.A.M. Entertainment Group LLC
LANDLORD McCarran Village Retail LLC
DETAILS 3,000 SF; $467,940 for 64 months
REP (BOTH) Jeff Mitchell and Preston Abell of
Virtus Commercial

SW
Project, Retail

ADDRESS 3300 S. Decatur Blvd., 89102
GENERAL CONTRACTOR Kittrell Jensen
Contractors, LLC
DETAILS The 12,000 SF Decatur Inn Plaza is
being renovated to include new storefronts,
landscaping and new building systems. The
$600,000 project will also include updating the
structural elements of the building. Ramsey
Real Estate Group expects the project to
be complete this month. Nadel Studio One,
Inc. serves as the architect and Hill Clark &
Associates is the landscape architect.

Sale, Office

ADDRESS 8906 Spanish Ridge Ave., 89148
BUYER TAG 8906 SR LLC
SELLER CML NV SR LLC
DETAILS 40,681 SF; $3,800,000
APN 163-29-711-020
BUYER’S REP Brendan Keating of The Equity
Group
SELLER’S REP Ryan Martin and Patti Dillon of
Colliers International

Sale, Retail

ADDRESS 5191 W. Charleston Blvd., 89146
BUYER Falkor Properties LLC
SELLER TME Red Rock Plaza LLC
DETAILS 42,246 SF; $6,350,000
APN 13-01-515-001
BUYER’S REP Brendan Keating of The Equity
Group
SELLER’S REP Cathy Jones and Paul
Miachika of Sun Commercial Real Estate

[BC] BOULDER CITY [E] EAST [H] HENDERSON [N] NORTH [NW] NORTHWEST [O] OTHER [S] SOUTH [SW] SOUTHWEST [WC] WASHOE COUNTY
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Red Report
N
89165

3
14
89

89166

89149

NW

89085

89087

89084

89086

89131

89130

89031

89081
89115

89129

89032

89134

89147

89146

89103
89118

89141

89179

S

ADDRESS Sunset and El Camino, 89118
BUYER Bally Technologies
DETAILS 13.88 acres; $5 million
APN 176-02-501-021
BUYER’S REP Greg Tassi of CBRE Las Vegas

Lease, Office

ADDRESS 2720 Crystal Water Way, 89117
TENANT Venture Corporation/Angel’s Christian
Academy
LANDLORD Citibank
DETAILS 10,341 SF; $724,076 for 69 months
TENANT’S REP Derek Belanus of Crown Point
Realty
LANDLORD’S REP Bob Hawkins and Dan
Palmeri of Cushman & Wakefield Commerce

Lease, Retail

ADDRESS 3086-3892 W. Post Rd., 89118
TENANT Educational Mentoring Group LLC
LANDLORD ADS Investments, LLC
DETAILS 4,808 SF; $57,960 for two years

89104

89110

89139

E

89142

89121

89122

89120
89011

89074

89015

BC

89012

89178

Sale, Vacant Land

89101

89119

N

89156

89014
89139

SW

89106

89107

89183

89117

89148

89161

89145

89102

89135

89144

89108

89109

89128

89148

89138

89030

89044

89002
89052

H

TENANT’S REP Dan Palmeri and Bob Hawkins
of Cushman & Wakefield Commerce
LANDLORD’S REP Galit Kimerling of MDL
Group

Sale, Office

ADDRESS 1700 Marietta Way, 89431
BUYER T2M3 Marietta Investments LLC
SELLER Temen 1990 Trust, Neal G
DETAILS 6,960 SF; $740,000
APN 034-112-46
ADDRESS 6180 Mae Anne Ave., 89523
BUYER Russell P & Brook L Hollinger
SELLER California Green Strategies LLC
DETAILS 6,076 SF; $580,000
APN 200-590-16

Sale, Retail

ADDRESS 7693 S. Virginia St., 89523
BUYER Longley Partners LLC

SELLER Overland Development Corp
DETAILS 5,617 SF; $4 million
APN 043-011-47

Sale, Industrial

WC

Sale, Office

89005

ADDRESS 50 E. Plaza St., 89501
BUYER Fitzgerald Virginia & Plaza LLC
SELLER Redevelopment Agency City of Reno
DETAILS 242,100 SF; $2,500,000
APN 011-370-52

Sale, Industrial

ADDRESS 2335 Market St., 89502
BUYER Chester Real Estate LLC
SELLER Rock’s Consign Furniture LLC
DETAILS 21,583 SF; $2,875,000
APN 013-281-06

Sale, Industrial

ADDRESS 250 Arletta St., 89503
BUYER Sierra Crew LLC
SELLER Colligan Trust, C J
DETAILS 9,680 SF; $635,000
APN 010-043-18
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The Economy

EDUCATION OUTLOOK

UNR didn’t take across the board funding

a pulse, you got the funding,” said Page – now

cuts, according to President Marc Johnson.

the number of students graduating becomes

“We actually closed a number of programs

part of the matrix. “Are you getting them

The recession provided something of a

that were either not squarely in our mission or

through?” Page asks. “You get a higher fund-

reboot for many NSHE institutions. With un-

were not highly productive in terms of attract-

ing if you do that.”

employment running high in Nevada, enroll-

ing students or producing research.”

The last Nevada Legislature passed a bill

ment went up during the recession as people

Probably the biggest, most significant

allowing colleges and universities to keep the

looked to develop new skills and train for new

change is performance funding, said Page.

fees and tuition they receive in the institution

careers. At the same time enrollment went up,

Where before institutions received funding

where the students are attending, rather than

funding went down.

based on the number of students – “If you had

going into the state’s General Fund and being
redistributed.
The change encourages institutions to
grow the student population. “We have been
putting our resources into more tenure track
faculty positions which have the responsibility
for the full mission of the University, and we’ve
been building back services to students like
financial aid counselors, more advisors and
more graduate teaching assistant positions,”
said Johnson.
While the intent of the new funding formula is to allow colleges to keep fees, the
reality is the formula still needs tweaking,
said Michael Richards, president, CSN. “It’s
taking some time to work through some of
the elements of the formula,” added Richards, who indicated CSN faced budget cut
after budget cut, affecting the college’s ability to meet student demand for wrap-around
services such as advising, counseling, support services for some courses and financial
advising. “We’d like to see the higher education budget in the state begin to return to
levels before the recession.”
Fiscal year 2012-13 was the first year in
five where the higher education budget wasn’t
reduced from the previous year, said Page. It
didn’t go up, but it didn’t go down, either, for
the first time in a period of time during which
NSHE lost 29 percent of its General Fund allocation, a $210 million dollar loss. In 2013-14
there’s expected to be a slight increase as
Governor Sandoval adds back funds to eliminate the 2.5 percent pay cut enacted during
the 2011 Legislative session.
One way to overcome funding woes is to
aggressively seek grants. Schools providing
training for workforce needs can apply for
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Celebrating
major federal grants. Sheehan estimates 78
percent of TMCC’s grant applications submit-

50

Years

IN ALL SCALES OF SITE PLANNING,
MASTER PLANNING & DESIGNS

ted are funded. In addition, institutions can approach local foundations and businesses that

702.39 6.1044
702.630.9144

benefit from workforce training.
“There’s no doubt the recession chal-

James A. Veltman
Owner / Architect

lenged the university, but adversity forces
more focus on things that create the most

jim@jvadesigns.com

NV License # 3259

bang for the buck,” said Donald Snyder, acting president, UNLV. The previous UNLV president, Neal Smatresk navigated the recession
years, increasing institution focus on the type
of research that attracts federal and corporate
grants, which in turn benefits both the university and the state.
One of the benefits of the Brookings
report identifying Nevada’s industry sectors
is that, rather than discussing every industry
but our core industry, as so many economic
development studies have in the past,
the report started with gaming and then
branched out.
“It’s necessary that our core industry be
sound, healthy and vibrant to allow other areas to develop,” said Synder. “This economic
development plan starts with the importance
of the primary industry. Of course this university is very tied into it with the UNLV Hospitality
Management Major.” Add in the research capabilities and plans to build a new UNLV medical school, which would draw both research
and add approximately 2,000 jobs as well
as an estimated $1.2 billion to the economy, and the importance of higher education
in Nevada is obvious.
The funding picture still looks thin, said
Johnson, but with the new funding formula
he expects the state will increase university
funding as case loads develop. “As institutions grow their enrollments and grow their
weighted student credit hours, which is
the real key figure, then the state will fund
those additional students. It is to the state’s
advantage to encourage more students to
get degrees and then succeed all the way
to graduation to build this highly educated
workforce that’s necessary to attract industry to the state.”
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Commercial RE Report
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RETAIL
SUMMARY
FOURTH QUARTER 2013

SOUTHERN NEVADA
The Las Vegas retail vacancy rate fell below 10 percent or the first time since 2008 as
it ended 2013 at 9.2 percent. The latest rate
is down 0.2 percentage points from the prior
quarter and represents a decline of 0.8 percentage points from the prior year.
During the fourth quarter, the retail sector reported positive net absorption with
147,900 square feet of net move-ins. For the
year, approximately 483,100 square feet of
positive net absorption was reported. During
the final quarter, Planet Fitness leased 35,100
square feet in a neighborhood center and another 15,100 square feet in the Arroyo Market
Square power center. In addition, Colleen’s
Classic Consignment leased 35,000 square
feet, while Dollar Tree leased 12,000 square
feet. In addition, roughly 12,900 square feet of
pre-leased space was completed during the
fourth quarter, approximately 7,000 square
feet was sourced to the new Fleming’s and
the remaining 5,900 square feet was comprised of a  pre-leased multi-tenant pad.
Approximately two million square feet of
anchored retail space remained actively under construction at the end of the year, which
is the highest level of development activity
reported since the first quarter of 2009.
The growth in consumer spending appears to be having a positive impact on demand for anchored retail space. During the
year, substantial growth was reported by a
number of sectors.  The largest sector, food
services and drinking places, posted a respectable year-over-year growth rate of 4.3
percent.
52

NORTHERN NEVADA
The Reno/Sparks retail market conditions improved during the fourth quarter of
2013.  During the quarter, the vacancy rate decreased slightly and the area had a slight positive net absorption of 2,985 square feet.  With
this net absorption, the market had positive
net absorption in three of the last five quarters.
Looking at the last few quarters, it appears
that the market vacancy peaked in the secound quarter of 2012.    
During the quarter, there were 23 businesses moving into shopping centers consisting of 74,406 square feet. During that same
period, 18 businesses moved out consisting
of 75,221 square feet.   JC Penney Furniture
was the largest tenant moving out-of-space,
vacating 50,915 square feet.   During the quarter, several new tenants opened, including VF
Outlet and Famous Footwear in the Legends
and a McDonald’s in the Eagle Landing Shopping Center.    
The line shop vacancy rate has decreased
to 22.80 percent this quarter from 23.46 percent last quarter. The anchor vacancy rate increased slightly to 13.79 percent. This is near
the lowest anchor vacancy quarter rate since
the third quarter in 2010. The overall vacancy
rate is 17.45 percent, which is noticeably lower
compared to the record high from a little over
a year ago of 18.84 percent.
As the market stabilizes and the vacancy
rates continue to decrease, it is incrementally
taking a little pressure off of landlords.  However, with a continuation of high vacancy rates
in the market, it remains a good market for tenants to find deals.
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Business Indicators

T

DATA

he “second” estimate for fourth
quarter 2013 shows U.S. real gross
domestic product increasing at an
annualized rate of 2.4 percent, lower
than the 3.2 percent growth first reported in the “advance” estimate. The revision
consisted of a smaller increase in personal consumption expenditures from third to fourth quarter 2013. Non-residential fixed investment, net
exports and state and local government spending also made positive contributions. Federal
government spending and residential investment
made negative contributions. U.S. nonfarm employment experienced gains in February, adding
175,000 jobs over January. Auto/truck sales were
down year-over-year, while retail sales remained
above their level from January 2013. Consumer
confidence fell, while consumer sentiment rose
for the most recent data.  
The Nevada economy evidenced mostly
positive signals for the most recent data. Seasonally adjusted, statewide employment increased
by 2,200 jobs from November to December, and
was up 1.8 percent year-over-year. The Nevada
unemployment rate fell from 9.0 percent to 8.8
percent. Taxable sales continued to show strong
growth, up 1.7 percent from last year. Total air
passengers were up 3.8 percent over the same
time period. Gaming revenue also experienced
gains for the month, up 9.6 percent from December 2012.
For Clark County, seasonally adjusted employment rose from November to December by
200 jobs. Total passengers at McCarran Airport
were up 4.1 percent from a year earlier. January
visitor volume was up 8.1 percent from a year
ago. Gaming revenue was 11.8 percent higher in
December than a year earlier. Clark County’s taxable sales for December were 2.5 percent above
those from a year earlier. Residential construction permits increased from December to January. Commercial construction permits remained
at a low level.
The most recent data show mixed signals
for Washoe County. Seasonally adjusted, RenoSparks’ employment increased by 400 jobs from
November to December. Total employment is up
from a year ago, by 1.3 percent. Compared to a
year earlier, December visitor volume was down
3.9 percent. Total air passengers were up 0.9
percent from December 2012. Gaming revenues
for December were down 5.3 percent from a year
earlier. Residential construction increased from
December to January, while commercial construction permits remained low.
The U.S. economy experienced slightly
lower growth than first estimated in fourth quarter 2013. A weak national economy is affecting
Nevada in the form of slowing growth in tourism. Despite the slowing tourism, taxable sales
continue to make some gains at the state level.
Nevada’s employment is also showing relatively
stable year-over-year gains.

Ryan T. Kennelly
UNLV Center for Business
and Economic Research

GROWTH

NEVADA

DATE

UNITS

LATEST

PREVIOUS

YEAR AGO

Employment

2013M12

000s, SA

1180.1

1177.9

1158.7

0.2%

1.8%

Up Over Year Ago

Unemployment Rate*

2013M12

%, SA

8.8

9.0

9.8

-0.2%

-1.0%

Reduced

Taxable Sales

2013M12

$billion

4.416

3.711

4.344

19.0%

1.7%

Up Over Year Ago

Gaming Revenue

2013M12

$million

1034.02

875.97

943.30

18.0%

9.6%

Up Over Year Ago

Passengers

2013M12

million persons

3.623

3.583

3.490

1.1%

3.8%

Up Over Year Ago

Gasoline Sales

2013M12

million gallons

90.67

86.91

88.28

4.3%

2.7%

Up Over Year Ago

Visitor Volume

2013M09

million persons

4.368

4.619

4.463

-5.4%

-2.1%

Down from Year Ago

Employment

2013M12

000s, SA

851.6

851.4

835.0

0.0%

2.0%

Up Over Year Ago

Unemployment Rate*

2013M12

%, Smoothed SA

9.1

9.2

10.0

-0.1%

-0.9%

Reduced

Taxable Sales

2013M12

$billion

3.249

2.749

3.171

18.2%

2.5%

Up Over Year Ago

Gaming Revenue

2013M12

$million

923.30

756.95

825.67

22.0%

11.8%

Up Over Year Ago

Residential Permits

2014M01

units permitted

552

407

621

35.6%

-11.1%

Down from Year Ago

Commercial Permits

2014M01

permits

32

18

22

77.8%

45.5%

Low and Volatile

Passengers

2013M12

million persons

3.307

3.310

3.178

-0.1%

4.1%

Up Over Year Ago

Gasoline Sales

2013M12

million gallons

62.42

60.16

61.10

3.8%

2.2%

Up Over Year Ago

Visitor Volume

2014M01

million persons

3.627

3.156

3.355

14.9%

8.1%

Up Over Year Ago

RECENT

YEAR AGO

COMMENTS

CLARK COUNTY

WASHOE COUNTY
Employment **

2013M12

000s, SA

194.1

193.7

191.6

0.2%

1.3%

Up Over Year Ago

Unemployment Rate*

2013M12

%, Smoothed SA

8.9

9.0

9.9

-0.1%

-1.0%

Reduced

Taxable Sales

2013M12

$billion

0.624

0.499

0.552

25.1%

13.1%

Up Over Year Ago

Gaming Revenue

2013M12

$million

55.38

59.47

58.47

-6.9%

-5.3%

Down from Year Ago

Residential Permits

2014M01

units permitted

119

93

84

28.0%

41.7%

Up Over Year Ago

Commercial Permits

2014M01

permits

17

12

10

41.7%

70.0%

Low and Volatile

Passengers

2013M12

million persons

0.270

0.227

0.268

18.9%

0.9%

Up Over Year Ago

Gasoline Sales

2013M12

million gallons

13.78

13.12

13.63

5.0%

1.1%

Up Over Year Ago

Visitor Volume

2014M01

million persons

0.309

0.344

0.322

-10.0%

-3.9%

Down from Year Ago

Employment

2014M02

million, SA

137.699

137.524

135.541

0.1%

1.6%

Up Moderately

Unemployment Rate

2014M02

%, SA

6.7

6.6

7.7

0.1%

-1.0%

Reduced

Consumer Price Index

2014M01

82-84=100, SA

234.9

234.6

231.3

0.1%

1.6%

Up Moderately

Core CPI

2014M01

82-84=100, SA

235.8

235.5

232.1

0.1%

1.6%

Up Moderately

Employment Cost Index

2013Q4

89.06=100, SA

119.1

118.4

116.7

0.6%

2.1%

Up Over Year Ago

Productivity Index

2013Q4

2005=100, SA

107.3

106.6

105.1

0.7%

2.1%

Up Over Year Ago

Retail Sales Growth

2014M01

$billion, SA

427.8

429.6

417.1

-0.4%

2.6%

Up Over Year Ago

Auto and Truck Sales

2014M02

million, SA

15.28

15.16

15.30

0.8%

-0.2%

Down from Year Ago

Housing Starts

2014M01

million, SA

0.88

1.048

0.898

-16.0%

-2.0%

Down from Year Ago

Real GDP Growth***

2013Q4

2009$billion, SA

15,932.9

15,839.3

15,539.6

2.4%

2.5%

Up Moderately

U.S. Dollar

2014M03

97.01=100

103.056

103.224

100.720

-0.2%

2.3%

Up Over Year Ago

Trade Balance

2014M01

$billion, SA

-39.095

-38.975

-42.139

0.3%

-7.2%

Year-Over-Year
Deficit Decrease

S and P 500

2014M03

monthly close

1878.04

1859.45

1569.19

1.0%

19.7%

Up Strongly

UNITED STATES

Real Short-term Rates*

2014M01

%, NSA

-3.06

-2.93

-3.23

-0.13%

0.17%

Less Negative
Year-Over-Year

Treasury Yield Spread

2014M02

%, NSA

2.66

2.82

1.88

-0.16%

0.78%

Up Over Year Ago

*Change in percentage rate, **Reflects the Reno-Sparks MSA which includes Washoe and Storey Counties, ***Recent growth is an annulized rate

Sources: Nevada Department of Taxation; Nevada Department of Employment, Training, and Rehabilitation; UNR Bureau of
Business and Economic Research; UNLV Center for Business and Economic Research; McCarran International Airport; Reno/Tahoe
International Airport; Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority; Reno-Sparks Convention and Visitors Authority; U.S. Department
of Commerce; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; U.S. Census Bureau; U.S. Federal Reserve System.

Note: NSA = Not Seasonally Adjusted, SA = Seasonally Adjusted
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Last Word

“To always be aware of
what people say they
want and need. Then
work together with
integrity and all parties
will achieve the desired
results.”

“My philosophy is to have
immediate connectivity
with your customers. Do
anything to help them. Talk
a little, listen a lot, then overdeliver on their expectations.
We must communicate
the problem, and over
communicate the solution
and pathway to get there.
Honesty and competence
will always win the day.”

“No matter what positions
you take professionally,
it serves everyone’s
best interest today and
tomorrow to build a solid
relationship of trust,
respect and cooperation
with everyone you work
with.”

Jane Anthony | Sales Executive,
LP Insurance Services, Inc.

Matt Smith | President,
Matt Smith Physical Therapy

Catherine Reichenberg, Esq. | Senior
Associate, Gunderson Law Firm

What is your personal philosophy
regarding working with people?

54

Glen Alex | Owner,
The Massage Advantage

Mark Estee | Chef and Owner,
Campo, Chez Louie, Heritage
and Burger Me

Jill Bernacki | CEO, Trauma Intervention
Program of Southern Nevada

“My personal philosophy
regarding working
with people is to be
genuine. As a massage
therapist and social
worker, I interact with
people on a very personal
level. So being sincere
is crucial to respecting
the humanity of the
customer.”

“Listen completely to
what the person is saying,
trying to understand their
motivation, so you know
when to push and when to
back off. Work with them,
so they feel and know it.
Most importantly, smile as
much as possible!”

“I view each individual
as a unique being.
Understanding a little bit
about someone’s strengths,
aspirations and life story
demonstrates a true spirit
of care and respect for
each person’s distinctive
journey through their
career.”
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BUILDING BUSINESSES
FOR OVER 50 YEARS.

You’ve built your business on trust, reliability, hard work, and
know-how. So have we. Maybe that’s why Nevada businesses
have trusted Nevada State Bank to help them achieve their
financial goals since 1959.
Bring your banking home.

54 years in Nevada | 50 Branches statewide
nsbank.com | 855.822.DOOR

MEMBER FDIC
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